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BEYOND THE ATHLETE

JOSH OWENS
Ph Credit: Ciamillo-Castoria
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EDITOR'S
LETTER
I’ve always thought that we should go deeper

instead of limiting our sight to the simple

things that are easy to reach with just a look -

things that don’t require any effort.

As an athlete I have answered to many

interviews and often I had to give the same

answers over and over again. Just because I

was asked the same questions over and over

again. Many times I found myself asking

“why”. Why doesn't anyone want to know

more?

I like to dream big and I am probably a bit

naive to desire bringing into the light what

usually stays in the dark: I want to show the

heart that beats inside the “athlete dress” -

dreams, values, passions and beliefs. All the

things that we, as athletes, use as fuel to run

towards our goals, yet the world seems to

ignore their existence.

Sometimes the questions will be easy, the kind

that all of us wonder but no one asks. Other

times they will be intriguing and deep. But

eventually they all will try to show some more

of the man or woman they are.

Since I consider myself a tireless rambler, I

love to compare this to a trip through the dirt

roads, walked rarely and only by the most

curious.

 

That is why IAMagazine was born.

 

I wanted to start with Josh Owens, a

basketball player for Pallacanestro Reggiana

(Reggio Emilia IT), because it is also because

of him that I am here now, that I had this idea.

There are people that motivate you, that 

 

inspire you to be better, to constantly want to

find yourself.

To try, at least. I don’t know Josh. We are not

friends. We talked only a few times through

emails and direct messages. But it only takes a

minute of scrolling through his accounts (IG:

@j_cowens) to understand that there is more

to him than the basketball player he is. There

are interests, passions, ideas and dreams.

There is something different. Something

“uncommon”.

 

I understood that there are a lot of ways to be

an example and to motivate those around you.

One of those is to find out who you are and

remain faithful to it.

 

Giorgia Sottana

 

 



THE NERD FROM
STANFORD

" M Y  P A R E N T S  T A U G H T  M E  T H A T  S P O R T S  W E R E  T E M P O R A R Y
A N D  T H A T  M Y  M I N D  W O U L D  G O  F U R T H E R  T H A N  M Y  B O D Y " .

INTERVIEW
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When I was editing and going through

the answers, I was wondering how I

should have written the introduction of

this interview. The truth is there is no

need to introduce it: it speaks for itself.

So take ten minutes of your time and get

into it, in order to make experiences and

thoughts that belong to him, yours.

 

Introduce yourself as you like, and give

me a definition of “who is Josh” as a

person.

 

First and foremost, I like to think of

myself as a curious student. It doesn’t

matter if the context is basketball,

traveling, photography, or just everyday

life. I’m always trying to learn. Learn

what? How to be a better person, athlete

or creative? Sure. But more important, I

want to learn how I can more effectively

share my own blessings--my skills, my

talents--to positively impact the world

around me.

 

I know you went to Stanford University.

I’ve been there once. It is a wonderful

university known as one of the best

colleges in the world. Go back with your

mind to those old days. Tell us what it

meant for you to attend classes and to

walk around campus.

Attending Stanford was nothing short of a

blessing. I spent five unforgettable years there

completing my studies and, of course, playing

basketball. I graduated with my Bachelor of

Arts in Economics and my Masters of Science

in Civil and Environmental Engineering. I

think you always hear about the top ranked

academics, the sports program, and the

beautiful campus in Silicon Valley. For me, it

will always be a special place because of the

people. I appreciated living and learning in an

environment where you could constantly be

motivated and inspired by your peers--the

people around you. There were no pedestals

because it felt that each, in their own way, was

striving for a common excellence.

 

Was what is guiding your life now born when

you went to school there? If yes, how did

Stanford shape you into the person you are

now?

 

I don’t think it was born at Stanford, but my

experience there certainly reinforced and

helped continue it’s development. From a

young age, my parents taught me that sports

were temporary and that my mind would go

further than my body. So for them, academics

were always the priority and sports were a

privilege. I wasn’t allowed to play sports

unless I first met a certain standard in my

studies. Looking back, the most important 

>>>
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consequence, was that I developed a certain

curiosity and a very long term perspective

very early in life. Going back to University,

Stanford provided an environment and

resources to continue exploring and

developing that curiosity and perspective.

 

Which are the values that guide your life?

 

When I was younger I spent a lot of time

thinking about how one should navigate life. It

was all a bit overwhelming until I realized

wanting to know every twist and turn leaned

heavily on one inelastic assumption: that there

is some predetermined destination. There’s

not. I don’t believe life is that static. Today I

think of life as a dynamic series of choices.

Think of a ridiculously long and elaborate

decision tree. When I got rid of this idea of a

predictable endpoint, I was finally able to

focus on “designing” a compass for guiding

me through life’s decisions. I figured if I trust

the compass, I’ll always be headed in the right

direction (and landing at the “right”

destination). I value simplicity, and I like to

say I know my few “yes’s” very well, so it

makes it that much easier to recognize my

many “no’s”. I think so much of life is

predicated on our ability to confidently and

 

 

 

repeatedly say no to things that don’t serve

our values, aspirations and goals. I like to

think I’ve narrowed my life down to valuing

time, intention and learning. I don’t have the

space to elaborate here, but for me, those few

cover other values, ranging from health, to

love, to respect.

 

Which meaning you give to social media and

what kind of impact do they have on your

life? 

 

I think of social media the same way I think of

all other technologies; it’s nothing more than a

tool. For that reason, I think intention is

everything. In the end, the user determines

whether that tool is helpful or harmful.

Imagine a hammer for example. In one

person’s hands it might help build houses. At

another extreme, someone else might see it as

a weapon. Again, it’s all about intention. I

think earlier in my career I wrestled with the

idea of how I should use social media. When

you have a public facing career (like a pro-

athlete), I think there can be some pressure to

use the technology in a certain way. I quickly

let go of that feeling. For me personally, social

media is a tool for learning, creative

expression, and communication.
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"YOU EITHER GET BUSY

LIVING, OR GET BUSY DYING"

Clearly you love photography. Which are the

emotions/feelings you search for while you

are shooting? What is, for you, the act of

shooting?

 

I rediscovered my love for photography when

I started playing professional basketball

abroad. It’s strange. These days I don’t feel

like I’m searching for anything when I go

shoot. When I was younger, I would go out

and think “I have to capture this experience or

this moment”. In some ways, that pressure

took some of the joy out of just going out and

living the experience. I was constantly

thinking about what I could take from a

moment, before the moment even happened.

Now, the photography is secondary, and I’m

finding it makes the experiences and

memories more meaningful.

 

You read a lot… sometimes

sophisticated/complicated books. And you

read fast. What does reading do to you?

 

I read a bit. I challenge myself to read a new

book every one or two weeks. The goal here

isn’t aimless reading or reaching a certain

number of books just to say I read them. It’s

more about staying conscious of how I’m

spending my time and what media I’m

consuming. I’m a curious person and I love to

learn. Again, I thank my parents for helping

instill that in me when I was younger. I think

books are powerful resources. They’re an

accessible way to explore those curiosities and

dive deeper into 

topics I’m interested in. When I have a

question or when I’m thinking deeply about an

idea, books are usually my first choice. And

while I do read quite a bit of non-fiction, I find

fiction just as important to my learning,

creativity, and seeing the world in different

ways.

 

The “motto” that guides your life is…

 

I think there are a few mottos or quotes that

have stuck with me through the years. I’ll

share two. I heard the first one in grade school

after watching The Shawshank Redemption

with my dad. It’s still one of my favorite

movies. One of the protagonists says “You

either get busy living, or get busy dying”. That

line has always stayed with me and taken new

meanings. I like to think of it in the sense that

we always have a choice in how we approach

life; it’s never too late to start living with

intention. The second motto, that I constantly

remind myself of, is to think big, but start

small. The nerd in me likes this because it

aligns with the concept of compound growth. I

think this not only speaks to patience, but it

also hints at the idea that small efforts can add

up to big results. These are two mottos that

help frame my perspective on life.

 

Quarantine. Can’t go to the gym. A lot of

time on your hands. Is there a

“thought/subject” that keeps coming to your

mind? Something that you are reflecting on a

lot in this moment? 

>>>
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There’s definitely been a few thoughts on my

mind. For the sake of space, I’ll just mention

one. With everything going on with Covid-19,

I’ve been curiously watching how it’s

affecting people’s everyday lives. All of a

sudden, quarantine and “shelter in place”

policies are forcing people to stay home and

isolate. That’s obviously something new for a

lot of people. This all makes me think about

how we socialize, mental health and time.

Over the last few weeks I've seen some funny

memes on social media poking fun at the idea

that introverts don’t even realize they’re social

distancing. I’ve also seen some more,  from

fellow pro athletes abroad, suggesting that a

lot of us already spend a lot of time alone.

While I certainly identify with both of those as

an introverted pro athlete, I’m thinking quite a

bit about how difficult it can be for others

adjusting to these new realities. Having spent

long stretches of the last decade alone, I’m

hoping people see the opportunity to slow

down and recalibrate. It’s certainly easier said

than done, but I think this is the perfect

chance.

Ph Credit: Ciamillo-Castoria
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A lot of young people know you for the

athlete you are and admire you for what you

do, because often it's the only way they

perceive you. What would Josh “the person”

want to tell them instead?

 

The one piece of advice I like to give is to

regularly develop open-mindedness. I think a

lot of people hear that, and think it means to

indiscriminately listen to what anyone has to

say. It’s more synergetic than that. I think

being open minded first requires a solid

reference point--be it your own values or

opinions. You have to develop those first.

From there it’s about a willingness to listen

and then rigorously challenge your own biases

and preconceptions that are tied to those

points of reference. In my mind, open

mindedness is about being willing to change--

to learn--and I think that’s one of the most

valuable skills you can have whether you’re

talking basketball or anything else in life.
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"I THINK OF SOCIAL

MEDIA THE SAME WAY I

THINK OF ALL OTHER

TECHNOLOGIES; IT’S

NOTHING MORE THAN A

TOOL."

I could probably go on and ask him a lot

more questions, sure that the answer would

always be a source for reflection.

We will keep enjoying his dunks, but now

while knowing a bit more of the person flying

in the jersey.

 

Thank you Josh.

 

 

I AMagazine will be back the 20th May.


